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Return to Play After COVID-19 Infection in Pediatric Patients

Pediatric patient with
history of COVID-19
infection AND
asymptomatic for >14 days

Moderate symptoms
(prolonged fevers and
bedrest, no hospitalization,
no abnormal card iac
testing)

Asymptomatic or mild
symptoms {no fever, <3
days of symptoms)

Clear for participation

Severe symptoms
(hospitalized, abnormal
card iac testing, multisystem
inflammatory syndrome in
children {MIS-C))

Age >12 years, high
intensity competitive
sports partipation or
physical activity •

Age <12 years

ECG prior to
participation

Clear for participation

Follow myocardttis return to play
guidelines t
1. Testing: ECG,
echocardiogram, 24 hour Holter
monitor, exercise stress test, +/
cardiac MRI
2. Exercise restriction for 3-6
months

Normal ECG

Abnormal ECG

Clear for participation

Evaluation by pediatric
cardiologist and testing
as dictated by the
abnormal ECG

Concern for
myocarditis

patients dying in relation to COVID-19 in Italy. JAMA 2020;323:1775-6.
https://www.acc.org/latest-in-cardiology/articles/2020/07/13/13/37/returning-to-play-after-coronavirus-infection
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Expert Analysis

Quick Takes

• Returning to sports participation after a COVID infection will be a

signi!cant question posed to pediatric providers in the coming months

• The approach to sports participation clearance in pediatric patients should
di"er from the approach in adult patients

• Most pediatric patients will be able to be easily cleared for participation

without extensive cardiac testing, but pediatric providers should ensure
patients have fully recovered and have no evidence of myocardial injury

Typically, during the summer months, pediatricians and family physicians are
inundated with requests for sports clearance physicals. This year, as schools and
sports reopen, a new question will need to be addressed at these appointments:
is it safe for my child to resume physical activity and sports after a COVID-19
infection?
There have been eloquent editorials written on the return-to-play topic from an

adult cardiologist's perspective1-3 but no statements or articles addressing return
This site uses cookies to improve your experience.
to play from a pediatric cardiologist's perspective.
-------

----
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For various reasons we believe it would be wrong to universally apply the "adult
return-to-play" criteria to the pediatric population. First, fortunately, COVID-19
infections in pediatric patients are more likely to be asymptomatic or mild

compared to adult patients.4,5 This means pediatric providers will frequently be
presented with the return-to-play question for patients who had asymptomatic
disease or very mild disease. Second, there is a signi!cant amount of variation in
intensity of youth and school-based sports. Providers should not treat the 7-yearold recreational soccer player the same as the 18-year-old varsity basketball
player. Third, the pediatric population is less reliant on electrocardiograms (ECGs),
echocardiograms, stress testing and troponins for general screening and for
clearing patients for exercise and sports. Lastly, the recommendation to consider
following the COVID-19 positive pathway algorithm if a patient develops symptoms
concerning COVID-19 and testing is negative or not may be inappropriate in the
pediatric population.1 Respiratory infections in the pediatric population are highly
prevalent and in the presence of reliable negative COVID-19 testing should not
result in a presumptive diagnosis in the pediatric population.
The question of returning to sports is signi!cant because of the propensity for

COVID-19 to cause cardiac damage and myocarditis.6 While the incidence of
myocarditis is lower in the pediatric population compared to the adult population,
myocarditis is known to be a cause of sudden death during exercise in the young
athletic populations. Similar to other forms of myocarditis, providers caring for
patients who have had a COVID infection should be con!dent there is no

myocardial injury prior to clearing athletes to participate.7 When considering the
question of return-to-play, we believe there are three variables to consider: (1)
How recent was the COVID-19 infection? (2) How severe was the infection? (3)
What is the physical activity or sport being considered?

Assuming there were no clinical or laboratory !ndings suggesting myocardial
involvement during the acute infection, before considering return-to-play, patients
should be asymptomatic for at least two weeks. This two week period will allow
for the full clinical manifestations of COVID-19 to present themselves and, perhaps
most importantly, decrease the risk of transmitting the infection to teammates or
opponents.
https://www.acc.org/latest-in-cardiology/articles/2020/07/13/13/37/returning-to-play-after-coronavirus-infection
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Regarding the severity of the illness, we believe that asymptomatic or mild
illnesses in the pediatric population should be treated similarly to other viral
illnesses in the pediatric population. This typically means that children refrain
from physical activity and sports while actively sick or febrile and gradually return
to activities as they feel able. These patients likely did not require cardiac testing
during their acute infection, so we do not believe cardiac testing is needed to
clear them for participation.
While most pediatric patients will be asymptomatic, there certainly are severe
presentations. Severe disease would be de!ned as someone who required
hospitalization, had abnormal cardiac testing during the acute infection, and/or
had the recently described multisystem in#ammatory syndrome in children (MISC). The impact on the heart in MIS-C seems similar to the presentation of other

acute viral myocarditis in pediatric patients8 and therefore it would be reasonable
to treat pediatric patients who have had MIS-C as if they had myocarditis. These
patients will have likely had cardiac testing during the acute phase
(echocardiograms, ECGs, etc.). Depending on the results of these, based on care of
athletes with myocarditis, the patient should be restricted for 3-6 months and only
resume activities when/if cardiac testing (ECG, echocardiogram, 24-hour Holter
monitor, exercise stress test and possibly cardiac magnetic resonance imaging

[CMRI]) have normalized.7 We must emphasize that nothing is known about the
long term history of pediatric patients with MIS-C. Although complete or near
complete recovery of cardiac function is often seen in this population, even prior
to hospital discharge, more frequent and longer monitoring of this population
may be warranted. In the absence of any data, a conservative approach for return
to activity is probably indicated for this small sub-population of COVID-19 patients.
In patients whose infection caused symptoms between mild and severe COVID
disease, there will be a variety of considerations. These patients with "moderate"
symptoms may have had prolonged fevers and symptoms and could have had
subclinical myocardial injury even if they did not have cardiac symptoms or have
cardiac testing during the acute phase. Since ECGs are typically abnormal in
myocarditis, it would be reasonable to perform an ECG on an older pediatric

patient who wants to return to high school or collegiate sports.9 Depending on the
https://www.acc.org/latest-in-cardiology/articles/2020/07/13/13/37/returning-to-play-after-coronavirus-infection
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patient and situation, it would also be reasonable to follow the recent adult
recommendations for return to play in this population, which would include a high
sensitivity troponin and echocardiogram.1,2 For the younger patients (< 12 yearsold), since their exertional level during sports is likely not signi!cantly higher than
their activities of daily living, we do not believe cardiac testing is required to clear
them for physical activity or sports if their history and exam are reassuring.

We should also remember that even with extensive cardiac testing we will never
be able to completely rule out all cases of myocyte damage or predict with
absolute certainty which patients with acute infections are at risk for cardiac
involvement. Therefore, we will never be able to guarantee every child is safe. For
this reason, we encourage youth sports and high school sports to reevaluate their
emergency action plans to ensure appropriate CPR, de!brillation and emergency
medical care is provided if a sudden cardiac arrest occurs.
Figure 1: Suggested algorithm for approaching pediatric patients with a history of
a COVID infection who want to return to sports participation and physical activity.
*Depending on the patient and situation, it would also be reasonable to follow the recent adult
recommendations for return to play in this population.1-3
†Maron BJ, Udelson JE, Bonow RO, et al. Eligibility and disquali!cation recommendations for
competitive athletes with cardiovascular abnormalities: task force 3: hypertrophic cardiomyopathy,
arrhythmogenic right ventricular cardiomyopathy and other cardiomyopathies, and myocarditis. J
Am Coll Cardiol 2015;66:2362–71.
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